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1 Introduction

The generalized order statistics (gOSs) have introduced
by Kamps (1995a). Ordinary order statistics
(oOSs),ordinary record values (oRVs), sequential order
statistics and ordering via truncated distributions can be
discussed as they are Special cases of gOSs. Balakrishnan
and Ahsanullah (1994) obtained some recurrence for
single and product moments of record values from Lomax
distribution. Kamps (1995a, b, 1999) gave several
recurrence relations for single and product moments of
gOSs. Ahsanullah and Raqab (1999, 2000) have
established recurrence relations for mariginal and joint
moment generating functions from Gumbel and power
distributions, respectively. Saran and Pandy (2003) gave
some recurrence relations satisfied by marginal and joint
moment generating functions of generalized order
statistics from power function distribution. Haseeb and
Hasan (2004) obtained some recurrence relations for
single and product moments of generalized order
statistics from general class of distribution
1− F(x) = [ah(x) + b]c. Abd EL Baset (2007) obtained
some recurrence relations for single and product moments
of generalized order statistics from doubly truncated Burr
type XII distribution. Bakheet and Jawa (2008) obtained a

recurrence relation of single and product moments of
generalized order statistics from general class of
distributions 1−F(x) = [ah(x) + b]c. Khan, et al (2010)
characterized a general form of distribution functions
F(x) = [ah(x) + b]c through conditional expectation of
dual generalized order statistics. Shawky and Bakoban
(2009)characterized general class of distributions by
considering the conditional expectation of record values.
Kumar and Khan (2013) obtained some recurrence
relations satisfied by single and product moments of gOS
from doubly truncated generalized exponential
distribution, they characterized the distribution using a
recurrence relation of single moments. In this paper, some
recurrence relations for both marginal and joint moment
generating functions of generalized order statistics are
established. The recurrence relations for both marginal
and joint moment generating functions for order statistics
and record values are deduced. We characterize a general
class of distribution functions through conditional
expectation, marginal and joint moment generating
functions of generalized order statistics. Special cases are
discussed. Suppose that the random variable X has a
distribution function (df) of the following class of
absolutely continuous distribution

1−F(x) = [axp+b]c (1.1)
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and probability density function (pdf)

f (x) =−acpxc−1(axp+b)c−1 (1.2)

From (1.1) and (1.2) we get

(b+axp) f (x) =−acpxp−1[1−F(x)] (1.3)

Suppose X(1,n, m, k ), X(2,n,m,k), , X(n, n, m, k),k ≥ 1
and m being a real number, are n generalized order
statistics based on an absolutely continuous cumulative
distribution function (cdf) F(x) with probability density
function (pdf) f(x), then they having joint density function
of the form (Kamps 1995b)

fX(1,n,m,k),...,X(n,n,m,k)(x1, ...,xn) =

k
(

∏n−1
j=1 γ j

)(

∏n−1
i=1 [1−F(xi)]

mi f (xi)
)

[1−F(xn)]
k−1 f (xn) (1.4)

The pdf of generalized order statisticsX(r,n,m,k) is
given by ( Kamps 1995b)

fr,n,m,k(x) =
Cr−1
(r−1)! f (x)[1−F(x)]γr−1gr−1

m [F(x)],

F−1(0)< x< F−1(1) (1.5)

where
Cr−1 = ∏r

j=1 γ j ,γ j = k+(n− j)(m+1), j = 1,2, ...,n, and f orxε (0,1),
and for 0< x< 1

gm(x) =

{ 1
m+1[1− (1−x)m+1], m 6=−1

−ln(1−x), m=−1,

Similarly, the joint pdf of the r-th generalized order
statistics Xr,n,m,k and s-th generalized order statistics
Xs,n,m,k for 1 ≤ r < s≤ n is given by and the joint pdf of
X(r,n,m,k) and X(s,n,m,k), 1≤ r < s ≤ n is given by
kamps (1995) as follows

fX(r,n,m,k),X(s,n,m,k)(x,y) =
Cs−1

(r−1)!(s−r−1)! f (x) f (y)
[1−F(x)]mgr−1

m (F(x))[gm(F(y))−gm(F(x))]s−r−1[1−F(y)]γr−1, (1.6)

For 1≤ r < s ≤ n, the conditional pdf ofX(s,n,m,k)
givenX(r,n,m,k) = X is

γr+1
(r−1)! [1−F(x)]m−γr+1[gm(F(y))−gm(F(x))]s−r−1[1−F(y)]γs−1 f (y), (1.7)

and the conditional pdf ofX(r,n,m,k) givenX(s,n,m,k) = y
is

(s−1)!
(r −1)!(s− r −1)!

f (x)gr−1
m (F(x))[1−F(x)]mg1−s

m (F(x))

[gm(F(y))−gm(F(x))]s−r−1 (1.8)

Obtaining moment generating functions (MGF) of the
gOS allow us to generate the MGF’s and then the
moments of the entire sequence of gOS’s, the estimation

of the parameters involved in the parent distribution and
prediction of the future can be derived based on the
moments. Let us denote the marginal moment generating
of Xr,n,m,k) by MX(r,n,m,k(t) and its j-th derivative by

M( j)
X(r,n,m,k). Similarly, let MX(r,s,n,m,k)(t1, t2) denote the

joint moment generating function ofX(r,n,m,k) and
X(s,n,m,k) and its i,j -th partial derivative by

M(i, j)
X(r,s,n,m,k)(t1, t2).

2 Recurrence Relations

2.1 Marginal Recurrence Relations

The MGF of the r-th gOSX(r,n,m,k) is given by

Mr,n,m,k(t) =
Cr−1
(r−1)!

∫ ∞
0 etx f (x)[1−F(x)]γr−1gr−1

m [F(x)]dx (2.1)

where f(x) and F(x) are given in equations (1.1) and
(1.2) respectively. Then by making use of the
characterization differential equation (1.3), we establish
in this section some recurrence relations for marginal
moments of generalized order statistics.

Theorem 1:

For i=1,2,..., and 1≤ r < s≤ n−1, we have

Mr+1,n,m,k(t) = Mr,n,m,k(t)

−
t

cpγr
M(1)

r+1,n,m,k−
bt

cpγr+1
M(1−p)

r+1,n,m,k (2.2)

Proof: From (2.1)

Mr+1,n,m,k(t) =
Cr

r!

∫ ∞

0
etx f (x)[1−F(x)]γr+1gr

m[F(x)]dx

Integrating by parts treatingetxgr
m[F(x)] for differention

and the rest of integrand for integration, we have

Mr+1,n,m,k(t) =
Cr
(r)!

∫ ∞
0 etx f (x)[1−F(x)]γr−1gr−1

m [F(x)]dx

+
tCr

γr+1r!

∫ ∞

0
etx f (x)[1−F(x)]γr+1dx

Using (1.3) for the second part of the right hand side, we
have

Mr+1,n,m,k(t) = Mr,n,m,k(t)

− tCr
acpγr+1r!

∫ ∞
0 etx(ax+bx1−p) f (x)[1−F(x)]γr+1−1gr

m[F(x)]dx

Simplifying the above equation, we obtain (2.2).
Differentiating (2.2) ( j + p) times with respect to t then
setting t = 0, we get
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µ j+p
r+1,n,m,k =

cpγr+1

cpγr+1+ j + p
µ j+p

r+1,n,m,k

−
b(b+ j)

a[cpγr+1+ j + p]
µ j

r+1,n,m,k

2.2 Joint Recurrence Relations

The joint MGF of Xr,n,m,k and Xs,n,m,k, 1 ≤ r < s ≤ n is
given by
Mr,s,n,m,k(t1, t2) =

Cs−1
(r−1)!(s−r−1)!

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
y=xet1x+t2y f (x) f (y)

[1−F(x)]mgr−1
m [F(x)][gm(F(y))−gm(F(x))]s−r−1[1−F(x)]γs−1dydx (2.4)

By use of (1.3), we establish in this section some
recurrence relations for joint moments of generalized
order statistics.

Theorem 2: For i=1,2,..., and 1≤ r < s≤ n− 1, we
have

Mr,s+1,n,m,k(t1, t2) = Mr,s,n,m,k(t1, t2)

− t2
cpγr+1

M(0,1)
r,s+1,n,m,k(t1, t2)−

bt2
acpγr+1

M(0,1−p)
r,s+1,n,m,k(t1, t2)(2.5)

Proof: From (2.4), we have

Mr,s+1,n,m,k(t1, t2) =
Cs

(r −1)!(s− r)!
∫ ∞

x=0
et1x f (x)[1−F(x)]mgr−1

m [F(x)]I(x)dx (2.6)

where
I(x) =

∫ ∞
y=xet2y f (y)[gm(F(y))−gm(F(x))]s−r [1−F(y)]γs+1−1dy

Integrating I(x) by parts treating
et2y[gm[F(y)]−gm[F(x)]s−r for differention and the rest of
integrand for integration, we have

I(x) = s−r
γr+1

∫ ∞
y=xet2x f (y)[gm(F(y))−gm(F(x))]s−r−1[1−F(y)]γs+1dy

+ t2
γr+1

∫ ∞
y=xet2y[gm(F(y))−gm(F(x))]s−r [1−F(y)]γs+1dy (2.7)

Substituting from (2.7) into (2.6) we have

Mr,s+1,n,m,k(t1, t2) =
Cs

γs+1(r −1)!(s− r −1)!

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

y=x
et1x+t2y f (x) f (y)[1−F(x)]m

gr−1
m [F(x)][gm(F(y))−gm(F(x))]s−r−1[1−F(y)]γs+1−1dydx

+
t2Cs

γs+1(r −1)!(s− r)!

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

y=x
et1x+t2y f (x)[1−F(x)]m

gr−1
m [F(x)][gm(F(y))−gm(F(x))]

s−r [1−F(y)]γs+1dydx

Mr,s+1,n,m,k(t1, t2) = Mr,s,n,m,k(t1, t2)

− t2Cs
acpγs+1(r−1)!(s−r)!

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
y=x(ay+by1−p)et1x+t2y f (x) f (y)[1−F(x)]m

gr−1
m [F(x)][gm(F(y))−gm(F(x))]

s−r [1−F(y)]γs+1−1dydx

Simplifying the above equation we get (2.5).
Differentiating (2.5) i times with respect tot1 and (j + p)
times with respect tot2 then settingt1 = t2 = 0, we get the
following equation

µ i, j+p
r,s+1,n,m,k =

−b(b+ j)
a[cpγr+1+ j + p]

µ i, j
r,s+1,n,m,k

+
cpγr+1

cpγr+1+ j + p
µ i, j+p

r,s,n,m,k (2.8)

a) Remarks:

1) Setting b=1and c=-d in (2.2) and (2.5), we obtain
the marginal and joint recurrence relations of gOS from
Burr XII distribution.

2) Setting b=1and c=-d in (2.3) and (2.8), we obtain
the recurrence relations for single and product moments
of gOS from Burr XII distribution, see Abd El Baset
(2007) in non truncated case.

3) Setting a=b=p=1 andc=−γ in (2.2) and (2.5) , we
get the marginal and joint recurrence relations of gOS
from Lomax distribution.

4) Setting a=b=p=1 andc = −γ, m=-1 and k=1 in
(2.3) and (2.8) we obtain the recurrence relations for
record values from Lomax distribution, see Balakrishnan
and Ahsanuallah (1994).

5) Setting a=-1, c=1 and b=1 in (2.2) and (2.4) , we
obtain the marginal and joint recurrence relations of gOS
from from power function distribution (see Abd Al Baset
2007).

6) Setting a=-1, c=1, b=1 m=0 and k=1 in (2.3) and
(2.8), single and product moments of OS from Pareto
distribution (non- truncated case) were obtained by
Khurana and Jha (1995).

3 Characterizations

This section contains a characterization of general class
of distributions which can characterize the special cases
distributions by considering the corresponding
parameters, based on the proposition of Lin (1986).
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Theorem 4.1

The necessary and sufficient condition for a random
variable X to be distributed with pdf given by (1.1) is that

Mr+1,n,m,k(t) = Mr,n,m,k(t)

−
t

cpγr
M(1)

r+1,n,m,k−
bt

cpγr+1
M(1−p)

r+1,n,m,k (4.1)

Proof: A necessary part follows immediately from
(2.1). on the other hand if the recurrence relation (4.1) is
satisfied, then

Cr

r!

∫ ∞

0
etx f (x)[1−F(x)]γr+1−1gr

m(F(x))dx=

Cr−1

(r −1)!

∫ ∞

0
etx f (x)[1−F(x)]γr−1gr−1

m (F(x))dx

−
tCr

cpγr+1r!

∫ ∞

0
xetx f (x)[1−F(x)]γr+1−1gr

m(F(x))dx

−
btCr

acpγr+1r!

∫ ∞

0
etxx1−p f (x)[1−F(x)]γr+1−1gr

m(F(x))dx

Integrating the first part on the right hand side by parts
treatingetx[1−F(x)]γr+1 for differentiation and the rest of
integrand for integration, we get after simplification that

tCr

acpγr+1r!

∫ ∞

0
etxgr

m(F(x))

[1−F(x)]γr+1−1
[

− [1−F(x)]− 1
cpx f(x)− bx1−p

acp f (x)
]

dx= 0

It now follows from proposition of Lin (1986) that

f (x) =−acpxc−1(axp+b)c−1

which proves that f(x) has the form (1.1).

Theorem 4.2

In this section, we characterize the general class of
distribution recurrence relation of joint moments. The
necessary and sufficient condition for a random variable
X to be distributed with pdf given by (1.1) is that

Mr,s+1,n,m,k(t1, t2) = Mr,s,n,m,k(t1, t2)

− t2
cpγr+1

M(0,1)
r,s+1,n,m,k(t1, t2)−

bt2
acpγr+1

M(0,1−p)
r,s+1,n,m,k(t1, t2) (4.2)

Proof: A necessary part follows immediately from
(2.5). on the other hand if the recurrence

Cs

(r −1)!(s− r)!

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

y=x
et1x+t2y f (x) f (y)[1−F(x)]m

[gm(F(y))−gm(F(x))]s−r [1−F(x)]γr+1−1gr−1
m (F(x))dydx

=
Cs−1

(r−1)!(s−r−1)!

∫ ∞
x=0

∫ ∞
y=x et1x f (x)[1−F(x)]mgr−1

m (F(x))

[1−F(y)]γs−1I(x)dx

−
t2Cs

cpγs+1(r −1)!(s− r)!

∫ ∞

x=0

∫ ∞

y=x
et1x+t2yy f(x) f (y)

[1−F(x)]mgr−1
m (F(x))

[gm(F(y))−gm(F(x))]s−r [1−F(y)]γs+1−1dydx

− bt2Cs
cpγs+1(r−1)!(s−r)!

∫ ∞
x=0

∫ ∞
y=xet1x+t2yy1− f (x) f (y)[1−F(x)]mgr−1

m (F(x))

[gm(F(y))−gm(F(x))]s−r [1−F(y)]γs+1−1dydx (4.3)

where
I(x) =

∫ ∞
y=x et2y f (y)[gm(F(y))−gm(F(x))]s−r−1[1−F(x)]γs+1dy

Integrating I(x) by parts treatinget2y[1−F(y)]γs+1 as a
part for differentiation and the rest of integrand as the part
of integration then substitute in (4.3) and simplify we get

−
t2Cs

γs+1(r −1)!(s− r)!

∫ ∞

x=0

∫ ∞

y=x
et1x+t2y f (x)

[1−F(x)]mgr−1
m [F(x)]

[gm(F(y))−gm(F(x))]s−r [1−F(y)]γs+1−1

[

[1−F(y)]+
y f(y)

cp
+

by1−p f (y)
acp

]

dydx= 0

It now follows from proposition of Lin (1986) that

(b+ayp) f (x) =−acpyp−1[1−F(y)]

which proves that f(x) has the form (1.1).

Theorem 4.3

Let X(1,n,m,k),X(2,n,m,k), ...,X(n,n,m,k) be generalized
order statistics based on continuous distribution function
F. Then the conditional expectation of generalized order
statisticsX(r+1,n,m,k) givenX(r,n,m,k) is given by

E
(

Xr+1,n,m,k/Xr,n,m,k = x
)

= x[1−F(x)]m−γr+γr+1+1

+[1−F(x)]m−γr+1 ∑cγr+1
j=0

(cγr+1
j

)

bcγr+1−1

p j+1

[

β p j+1−xp j+1

]

(4.4)
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iff X has a general class distribution of (1.1).

Proof:

First, we assume that X has general class distribution
(1.1).

From (1.7 ) with s = r+1, we have

E
(

Xr+1,n,m,k/Xr,n,m,k = x
)

= γr+1[1−F(x)]m−γr+1

∫ ∞

x
y f(y)[1−F(y)]γs+1−1dy

Integrating by parts treating y for differentiation and the
rest of integrand for integration, we obtain

E
(

Xr+1,n,m,k/Xr,n,m,k = x
)

= x[1−F(x)]m−γr+γr+1+1

+[1−F(x)]m−γr+1
∫ ∞

x
[1−F(y)]γs+1dy

Using (1.2) and by using binomial expansion we obtain

E
(

Xr+1,n,m,k/Xr,n,m,k = x
)

= x[1−F(x)]m−γr+γr+1+1

+[1−F(x)]m−γr+1
cγr+1

∑
j=0

(

cγr+1

j

)

bcγr+1a j
∫ ∞

x
yp jdy

which leads easily to (4.1).
Second, to prove (4.4) implies X has general class
distribution (1.1), we have

γr+1

∫ ∞

x
y f(y)[1−F(y)]γr+1−1dy= x[1−F(y)]γr+1

+
cγr+1

∑
j=0

(

cγr+1

j

)

a jbcγr+1−1

p j+1

[

β p j+1−xp j+1]

Differentiating sides w. r. t. x and simplifying we have
both

[1−F(y)]γr+1 = [(axp+b)c]γr+1

Therefore
1−F(x) = (axp+b)c

4 Remarks

1) Under the assumption of theorem (4.1), (4.2) and
(4.3) recurrence relations characterize the special cases
distributions from the general class of distributions by
choosing the corresponding appropriate parameters in
(4.1), (4.2) and (4.3).

2) Under the assumption of theorem (4.1), (4.2) and
(4.3) with m=0, k=1 and proper chose of a, b, c and p, we
obtain the order statistics case, see Khan and
Abouammoh (1999).

3) Setting m=-1 and k=1 in (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) we
obtain the record case.

5 Applications

Recurrence relations are useful in reducing the number of
operations necessary to obtain a general form for the
function under consideration. Furthermore, they are used
in characterization distributions, which in important area,
permitting the identification of population distribution
from the properties of the sample. The results established
in this paper can be used to determine the mean, variance
and coefficients of skewness and korosis. The moments
can also used for finding best linear unbiased estimator
(BLUE) for parameter and conditional moments. we are
planning to estimate the parameters of a special case of
the general class of distributions by maximum likelihood
method and comparing it by (BLUE).

6 Conclusion

This paper deals with the generalized order statistics form
general class of distributions Two characterizing results
of general class of distributions have been obtained using
marginal and joint moment generating and conditional
expectation of generalized order statistics. Special cases
were deduced.
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